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The aficionado consumer is one who consumes and enjoys a hedonic product regularly but has failed to obtain product expertise from his/her many experiences. We conceptualize the aficionado as having asymmetric perceptual and conceptual knowledge and posit that when these two types of knowledge are bridged with a sensory consumption vocabulary, the aficionados are better able to learn from their experiences. In experiment 1, we find that providing aficionados a cross-modal learning tool (wine aroma wheel) during their tasting helps them strengthen their experiential memory and withstand influence from misleading marketing communications. We also find that when aficionados are presented with a misleading consumption vocabulary during their tasting, they more readily accept the marketing misinformation that results in memory distortion. In experiment 2, we find that accurate multisensory information delivered through either the wine aroma wheel or advertising can enhance how aficionados learn from their direct tasting experience.

I can certainly see you know your wine. Most of the guests who stay here would not know the difference between Bordeaux and Claret. (Basil Fawlty [John Cleese] in Fawlty Towers; “Claret” is an English term for Bordeaux.)

While there has been research comparing novice and expert decision makers in the way they learn from marketing communications (e.g., Alba and Hutchinson 1987), there has been surprisingly little research on consumers in-between these two states. We define aficionados as those who consume a product frequently and are enthusiastic about it but who have not obtained the highly developed product schemata and lexicon associated with expertise. For example, these aficionado consumers, like the John Cleese character, may enjoy drinking claret but do not necessarily have the conceptual knowledge to realize that claret and Bordeaux wine are one and the same.

The lack of attention paid to these consumers is surprising, given that they account for a large market for hedonic products—it has been estimated that for wine, the aficionado accounts for about a third of the total market (Lockshin and Spawton 2001). If the path from novice to expert just involved more consumption, then the omission of aficionados might not be so problematic. However, we believe learning about complex hedonic products like wine involves acquiring different types of knowledge that develop at different rates. Aficionados may go on for years drinking wine without learning from their experiences unless they activate and use conceptual knowledge to help them encode and retain their experiences in memory.

We turn to the verbal overshadowing literature from cognitive psychology as a starting point for investigating how knowledge asymmetries affect memory of a perceptual experience (Melcher and Schooler 1996). That research stream suggests aficionado consumers may be more susceptible to having their experiences influenced by verbalization attempts (than novices or experts) because of their greater perceptual than conceptual knowledge. However, that re-
search also suggests that when perceptual and conceptual knowledge are aligned, experiential learning is more likely to occur. In our research, we posit that bridging the perceptual/conceptual knowledge gap with language tools is critical for aficionados’ ability to learn from their experiences.

Conceptual knowledge consists of general knowledge about the product category as well as concrete sensory descriptions about product characteristics. Returning to our John Cleese example, while knowing that claret is the same as Bordeaux wine may make him appear more knowledgeable about wine to his guests, that type of general knowledge is not going to help in his ability to learn from his tasting experience. We suggest that acquiring concrete sensory language that allows aficionados to integrate their perceptual and conceptual knowledge and extract more information from their direct experience is important in their development of expertise. In two experiments, we investigate ways in which aficionados can transform their experiential learning: (1) using a cross-modal tool that helps them convey their sensory experience into words and (2) exposing them to multisensory advertising that can help provide language to interpret their experiences.

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND

In addressing the multidimensional nature of consumer knowledge, Park, Mothersbaugh, and Feick (1994) distinguish product usage frequency (perceptual knowledge) from general knowledge of the product category (conceptual knowledge). Expert consumers are high in both types of knowledge; novice consumers are low in both. There are two distinct views that address how consumers become experts: one is the “perfect world” hypothesis in which increased product usage alone would eventually lead to expertise; the other advocates that more directed study is needed (see Hutchinson and Eisenstein 2008).

For complex sensory hedonic products like wine, the “perfect world” hypothesis is unlikely to hold. Wine can be experienced and enjoyed without the consumer learning detailed conceptual knowledge of the product. For example, early research in consumer involvement ( Zaichkowski 1985) found no significant correlation between product involvement with red wine and objective knowledge ($r = -.08$).

Demonstrating that the aficionado consumer has differing levels of knowledge is the first step for addressing how they may better learn from their direct product experiences. We therefore present a preliminary study replicating and extending Melcher and Schooler’s (1996) work on verbal overshadowing. Verbal overshadowing occurs when postexperience verbalization impairs perceptual memory. While the preciseness of language has been implicated in the verbal overshadowing process, it has not been tested for directly. Lawless (1984) found that novices and experts differed in the type of vocabulary they used in describing wines. Specifically, he found that experts used significantly more concrete and less abstract terms than did novices. A concrete term refers to a term for which a specific sensory reference could easily be found (pineapple, lemon, yeasty). Likewise, Chollet and Valentin (2000) report that the majority of terms generated by experts are technical and precise terms, whereas novice descriptions tend to include a majority of global terms, such as “tastes good.”

According to the verbal overshadowing hypothesis, experts’ perceptual memory would not be affected by postexperience verbalization because they have the language abilities to properly describe their perceptual experience (e.g., Johnson and Russo 1984). Novices have neither perceptual nor conceptual knowledge, so it is unlikely that they will have the experience or the language in which to describe (or inappropriately describe) their perceptual experience (e.g., Miyake and Norman 1979). Aficionados who have much product experience will have had exposure to language terms to describe wine. However, because of their lack of conceptual knowledge, their language for describing the wine will be ineffective and can be a source of misinformation, which impairs their memory (Melcher and Schooler 1996).

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

Method

Sample. One hundred and fifty consumers between the ages of 21 and 87 were recruited from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, and community to participate in our study. We ran two experimental conditions (control, postexperience verbalization). We followed Melcher and Schooler’s (1996) categories for novices, aficionados (or what they call “intermediates”), and experts.

Stimuli. We worked with a master sommelier in the selection of our test wine and testing instrument. Our test wine was a California zinfandel. The final recognition test included five samples—the original zinfandel and then four versions of the same wine, varying on levels of sweetness added (simple syrup).

Procedure. Participants were instructed how to professionally taste wine X without swallowing (like a sommelier). As per Melcher and Schooler (1996), participants were given this instruction: “Describe this wine precisely and in as much detail as you can. Describe it uniquely, so that someone else would match it to your description. Consider all elements of the wine’s taste, smell, feel, or related associations.” They were given 5 minutes to write down their description. Participants in the control conditions proceeded to a puzzle without writing down any description. The recognition test was given to all participants. Five wines were situated on a placemat, each having different letters underneath. Participants were asked to identify wine X by the letter underneath the glass. They then answered questions regarding their background experience with wine and took a wine quiz (from Melcher and Schooler 1996).

Coding. Two judges read the written descriptions of the wine tasting and coded for the number of words written and
the number of concrete sensory descriptor terms used. The interrater reliability of the judges was .90, and disputes were settled through discussion.

Results

The verbal overshadowing literature predicts that aficionados will be the most influenced by their own verbalization, with novices and experts not affected. Figure 1 contains the accuracy results by expertise; statistics appear in the figure note. The aficionados experienced the traditional verbal overshadowing effect where their own language harmed identification.

The verbal overshadowing research has not specifically investigated how the type of language used in the postexperience verbalization relates to memory accuracy, which we report in table 1. The experts wrote the most and used the most specific sensory terms, and this was found to be positively associated with their accuracy. The aficionados’ terms were not as specific and negatively associated with their accuracy. The novices did not write very detailed notes, and there was no association between what they wrote and their accuracy. These findings highlight the importance of having a developed sensory lexicon for retaining perceptual memories.

Discussion

The purpose of this preliminary investigation was to demonstrate that because aficionados have differential perceptual and conceptual knowledge, their experiential memories are malleable. Consistent with past literature, our preliminary investigation found the aficionados were most influenced by their own verbalizations, and that occurred because what they wrote was not specific enough or concrete enough to help their memory identification. While prior research in verbal overshadowing had implicated vocabulary as a factor in memory accuracy, our preliminary study directly tested and found evidence for that link. We now move forward to addressing how language can be used to bridge aficionados’ experiential learning.

The Whorfian Hypothesis

The power of language to influence how an experience is perceived is based on an idea forwarded by Whorf (1956), who suggested that humans view the world organized by their linguistic system rather than their objective perceptual lenses. This hypothesis is particularly relevant for considering how aficionados learn about sensory-driven hedonic products (Hoegg and Alba 2007). Hedonic products cannot be judged solely on objective attributes and require more holistic processing (Hirschman 1980). Sensory hedonic products fit into what Hoch and Deighton (1989) describe as an ambiguous product experience because the experience itself is not completely revealing and can be potentially interpreted in multiple ways.

Language’s ability to mislead aficionados’ memory identification within the verbal overshadowing paradigm is demonstrative of the Whorfian hypothesis. Within marketing, language from postexperience advertising has been found to influence consumers’ recognition memory of their sensory product experiences (Braun 1999). In these cases, language can be used to mislead or interrupt consumers’ ability to learn from experience, as evidenced by their poor memory performance.

However, language can also be beneficial to consumer learning. Melcher and Schooler (2004) speculate and find some evidence that conceptual learning might reduce any potential effects of postexperience verbalization because it helps consumers develop a proper vocabulary. They also find that overshadowing is most likely to occur with consumers who have not developed an adequate vocabulary. Shapiro and Spence (2002) found that providing consumers with a consumption vocabulary during an auditory experience made them less susceptible to later misinformation. West, Brown, and Hoch (1996) suggest that acquiring a consumption vocabulary can instill more analytic processing and attention to details.

According to West et al. (1996), the consumption vocabulary can be as simple as learning the product features for a category. In wine and other sensory hedonic product experiences, there are two types of conceptual knowledge a consumer might obtain: one is more general knowledge terms for differentiating products—for instance, consumers
can learn brand and attribute information. But for sensory products, the vocabulary can become experiential, where the language is used to convey different sensory aspects of the product, for instance, “tastes like cherries,” “smells like grass,” or “feels like butter.” We follow the view of Shapiro and Spence (2002), that for sensory-driven product experiences, research on consumers’ general knowledge about brands and attributes may not suffice in providing insight into how consumers learn from experience.

Overcoming Overshadowing: Bridging Perceptual and Conceptual Knowledge

One of the advantages in separating conceptual from perceptual knowledge is that it identifies opportunities for ways that aficionado learning can be enhanced. While aficionados may have learned some basic likes/dislikes and category norms through their frequent consumption, what they lack is the consistent interplay between perceptual and conceptual knowledge that experts have enjoyed, so they may act more like novices in their ability to learn from experience. For example, in our preliminary investigation, the aficionados fared no better than the novices in their memory identification when no postexperience verbalization occurred. Consumers often fail to learn from their experiences due to time pressure, distraction, and/or memory load (Hutchinson and Alba 1991). According to Mitchell and Dacin (1996), novice consumers’ knowledge is primarily episodic, and consumers must actively interpret their experiences in order to form generalized knowledge. Aficionados who consume wine for pleasure may not be motivated under normal circumstances to make the perceptual/conceptual links between their experience and the prior knowledge necessary for learning to occur.

Sommelier training programs focus on enhancing sensory training by increasing perceptual abilities through standardized tasting techniques accompanied by general knowledge regarding the product characteristics. Knowledge about sensory characteristics in the product (such as grape or style-specific sensory properties) enhances flavor detection and discernment in the experts’ tasting experience (Hughson 2003). For example, when tasting a cabernet sauvignon, an expert may search for notes of bell pepper, a feature typical of wines of that grape. According to Solomon (1997), the acquisition of wine expertise entails a movement from more perceptually to more conceptually driven recognition of feature salience.

Most wine researchers recognize that sommeliers are experts of sorts, endowed with a remarkably dense lexical system (Goode 2007). Goode (2007, 89) argues that learned high-level cognitive processes, such as linguistic evaluation, help sommeliers to “recruit more brain areas to help with a complex task. Experienced wine tasters pull in new brain areas to help with the analysis of sensory stimuli.” Our preliminary investigation found experts used more specific sensory terms in their tasting notes, resulting in higher memory accuracy (than novices or aficionados). According to Hope and Patoine (2009, 74):

One of the main differences between a sommelier and a novice concerns the expert’s capacity to arrange and normalize his sensory experience through linguistic and cognitive operations, a task demanding that he focuses his attention on specific aspects of his activities. This most likely could, but does not, take place in the novice. This focusing or piloting of attention determines in part the actual conscious experience we have of this activity and can be facilitated by structured language.

**EXPERIMENT 1**

In this experiment, we directly test for the Whorfian hypothesis on the aficionados using the postexperience advertising paradigm. Enhancement in consumer experiential learning is observed by the aficionados’ ability to disregard postexperience advertising in their memory judgments (and their inability to learn through memory distortion).

We provide some aficionados with a cross-modal sensory tool—a wine aroma wheel—which has been developed to give consumers sensory language to help their encoding of their wine-tasting experiences (Noble et al. 1987). Using several senses to encode the perceptual experience ought to develop a stronger memory trace of their experience (Guo

---

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall terms</th>
<th>Specific sensory terms</th>
<th>Correlation between overall terms and accuracy</th>
<th>Correlation between sensory terms and accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>-.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aficionado</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>-.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>-.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE.**—We ran a GLM (general linear model) with expertise as the independent variable and number of words and sensory terms as the dependent variables; both models were significant (F(2, 74) = 6.4, p = .002 for words; F(2,74) = 16.3, p < .0001 for sensory terms). Experts wrote significantly more than the novices, but not the aficionados; however, for sensory terms, the experts were found to have written significantly more than both the aficionados and the novices. We ran a heterogeneity of regression test with expertise as the independent variable, accuracy as the dependent variable, and number of words and descriptors as covariates (separately) and found that in both cases, the interaction was significant (F(2, 74) = 4.37, p = .01 for number of words, and F(2,75) = 3.16, p = .05 for number of descriptors/adjectives). These results directly link language with memory accuracy (inaccuracy).
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and Guo 2005). In addition, the wine aroma wheel affords consumers the opportunity for forward and backward integration of their knowledge, helping to supply them with an inner dialogue that allows learning to occur (Einhorn and Hogarth 1987). Such a cross-modal tool can act like a consumption vocabulary, directing them to notice key features in their experience (West et al. 1996).

We also present some misleading cross-modal sensory terms to a group of aficionados during their product experience that are congruent with the advertising misinformation they later receive about the wine. In that situation, we would expect the aficionados to encode their experience to be consistent with that misleading vocabulary, which would lead to confirmation-seeking from the postexperience advertising (Deighton 1984).

Method

Sample. One hundred and twenty-five aficionados (similar to those used in the preliminary study) were recruited from the community via advertising in the local paper as well as posters in wine shops and e-mails to members of wine clubs. This group represented diverse backgrounds (bankers, bus drivers, singers, etc.), but all had a common interest and consumption of wine (on average, they have been drinking wine for 17 years, 15 times a month). No one had formal training with wine or worked with wine as part of his/her job. A 2 (encoding language: wine aroma wheel, misleading marketing information) × 2 (advertising, not) between-subjects design was used. A control condition that did not receive any language at encoding or the advertising was used for baseline measures.

Stimuli. The same wine and recognition tests from the preliminary study were used. An advertisement was developed, intended to be misleading about the sweetness of the wine. The headline read: “X zinfandel. X’s only sweet red. France meets California in a splendid offering for those who want the benefits of red wine, without the dryness. Enjoy it with a healthy meal.” We adapted reviews from wine magazines to focus on the sensory aspects of the wine. One description read: “We give it a 93. X has a good sugar to acid balance, as well as being very fruit friendly. Red cherry, blackberry, crème de cassis, and licorice in aroma and taste.”

Procedure. As the participants tasted wine X, they received either the wine aroma wheel, inaccurate marketing information, or no information. For the wheel presentation, the moderator explained that this wheel was used within the wine industry to help consumers translate their tasting experience into words and that the wheel also featured common descriptor terms associated with zinfandel, such as “berry, black pepper, raisin, soy, butter, vanilla.” None of these terms reflect the sweetness of the wine that is suggested in the misleading advertising. For the inaccurate marketing vocabulary, participants were told that the winemaker had described the wine in the following manner: “A sweet, not dry, medium-bodied zinfandel with red cherry aroma, and crème de cassis and licorice flavors.” Those given the wheel, or inaccurate vocabulary, during their tasting were encouraged to write down and describe their experience with the wine. After completing an exercise intended to clear short-term memory, participants received the advertising (or not, in the control conditions). All participants later completed the same memory identification task described in the preliminary study.

Measures. In the postexperience advertising literature, it is proposed that the advertisement sways recognition in the direction of the ad’s words (in this case, toward a sweeter wine). The recognition test was five wine samples with varying degrees of sweetness. The letters were converted to numbers for the analysis, with higher numbers associated with more sweetness and therefore more influence of the advertising (and because each varied as to the same degree of simple syrup, we felt this could be considered an interval scale for analysis, per Braun [1999]).

We developed a memory consistency measure that assesses the degree of change from their initial description to after the advertising is received, what West et al. (1996) refer to as test/retest reliability in preferences. Two independent judges coded the tasting notes for terms used in the initial and later descriptions, the overall number, and how many of the terms appeared in both descriptions. Their interrater reliability was .94.

Results

Role of Vocabulary on Memory Identification. See figure 2 for the means and statistics. As expected, those who received the inaccurate information that was consistent with the advertising were more swayed by the advertising in their recognition compared to those who received the wheel and the advertising (significantly different in post hoc tests). Notice also that having a more accurate vocabulary (with the wheel) enhances encoding and later recognition, compared to the condition that received misleading vocabulary (significantly different in post hoc tests). The inaccurate vocabulary itself resulted in overshadowing on recognition, and receiving the ad magnified its impact.

Memory Stability. We wanted to see whether the vocabulary terms helped aficionados develop a stronger memory for the wine, so we compared the number of terms used in the encoding description that appeared in their recall statements and divided that by the total number of terms used in their recall statements, so that a 1 would indicate no change between these measures and 0 would indicate no similarity between them. We found the overall model significant at $F(3, 99) = 15.4$ ($p < .0001$), advertising not significant at $F(1, 99) = 2.9$ ($p = .08$), encoding significant at $F(1, 99) = 37.8$ ($p < .0001$), and the interaction significant at $F(1, 99) = 5.4$ ($p = .02$). The means are as follows: .90 wheel/encoding, .88 wheel/no encoding, .56 inaccurate vocabulary/ad, and .72 inaccurate vocabulary/no ad. Receiving the advertising after the inaccurate vocabulary...
FIGURE 2

EXPERIMENT 1 AFICIONADOS’ MEMORY RECOGNITION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Wheel/ad</th>
<th>Wheel/no ad</th>
<th>Inaccurate vocab/ad</th>
<th>Inaccurate vocab/no ad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scores</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.**—Higher values indicate more memory distortion (and lower values indicate greater accuracy). We ran ANOVAs with type of language present at encoding (wheel/accurate, inaccurate vocabulary) and advertising (received, not) and their interaction as factors. The overall model was significant at \(F(3,99) = 23.5\) \((p < .0001)\), type of encoding instructions was significant at \(F(1,99) = 64.2\) \((p < .0001)\), and the interaction was significant at \(F(1,99) = 5.6\) \((p = .02)\).

Enhanced learning from experience was demonstrated through resistance to postexperience advertising and greater memory stability. In our next experiment, we are interested in whether what appears to be greater learning with the wheel can translate into a situation where they have to discriminate their tasting experience from other types of wine (rather than just differentiating sweetness). We also consider whether such learning can also occur with multisensory advertising that accurately conveys specific sensory information. We compare these more sensory-driven language conditions to a baseline condition and a general knowledge conceptual condition.

**EXPERIMENT 2**

In this experiment, we look at the effectiveness of different learning tools on enhancing aficionados’ sensory discrimination of wine. According to Hoch (2007), one advantage of having a developed consumption vocabulary is that it allows people to make more fine-grained distinctions among similar objects. Because each wine varietal contains different sensory characteristics, we posit that cross-modal information that highlights the sensory aspects of the wine using accurate multisensory language will enhance learning, as evidenced by greater accuracy and discrimination.

Other consumer researchers suggest that multisensory advertising can get consumers to appreciate and like their taste experiences more (Elder and Krishna 2010), but research has not yet investigated its effectiveness on guiding consumer learning accuracy. We believe that just as drama advertising has been found to draw consumers in and transform their product experience (Deighton, Romer, and McQueen 1989), multisensory advertising can instigate the consumers’ dramatic experience—pulling them into the product, having them note certain sensory aspects, and encouraging the interplay between conceptual and perceptual knowledge to enhance their experiential learning. In addition, this experiment attempts to more directly bridge the consumption vocabulary and persuasion literatures by demonstrating that advertising that provides meaning to the sensory language and experience is necessary to promote enjoyment and satisfaction.

**Method**

**Sample.** Eighty-seven participants were recruited in a similar manner to experiment 1 and represented a diverse sample from the community. On average, this group has been drinking wine for 17 years, 13 times a month, and, similar to the previous aficionados, this group did not have any formal wine training. These participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions: control, advertising, aroma wheel, or general knowledge conceptual group.

**Stimuli.** A zinfandel was chosen as the target wine. The memory identification test involved having participants identify that wine from four other varietals (all Californian reds—pinot noir, merlot, cabernet sauvignon, syrah). For the identification task, the test wines were served in colored...
Procedure. The session began with participants being exposed to different material based on their experimental condition, and they were encouraged to use that information as they tasted the target wine and were asked to write down their thoughts during that tasting. They then had a short break to get some food (intended to clear short-term memory and allow them to think about the wine). After tasting all five samples, they were asked to write down their thoughts while the aroma wheel session consisted of training with the wheel and was accompanied by having participants sample several aromas associated with zinfandel overall (vanilla and pepper) as well as aromas specific to this particular wine (fig, cherry, blackberry, toffee, and mocha). The general knowledge conceptual group was given a printed 12-slide PowerPoint handout describing general information about red wines, background about zinfandel in particular, the target wine's vineyard and history, and some generic language terms (such as “balance,” “tannin,” and, discussed earlier in this article, the term “claret” for Bordeaux blend). A one-page image of the vineyard and brand name of the wine was developed for the baseline/control group.

Results

Discrimination. See table 2 for the means and statistics. Both the wine aroma wheel and the advertising participants were better able to discriminate the zinfandel from the other red wines, compared to the control and the general knowledge conceptual participants.
Accuracy. When forced to make a choice in their identification, we found that participants in the advertising and the wine aroma wheel conditions were significantly more accurate than participants in the control and the general knowledge conceptual groups (see fig. 3 for the means and the statistics).

Attitude. While the wine aroma wheel may help enhance learning, evaluative information is needed for consumers to grasp how the sensory language relates to overall product evaluation, and this is best done through marketing communications. We found that attitudes were more positive in the advertising condition (see table 2 for the means and the statistics).

Discussion

The purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate that both the wine aroma wheel and multisensory advertising could enhance aficionado learning from experience by providing accurate sensory language. We found that to be the case—however, the wine aroma wheel was more effective than the advertising in promoting that learning. Given the highly involved wine aroma wheel learning session compared to the one-page advertisement, this is not particularly surprising. What is more novel is that general knowledge and language regarding wine (conceptual knowledge) did not positively enhance consumer learning. The correlation between conceptual knowledge on the wine test and overall accuracy was $r = -0.05$.

We also found that advertising was informative for forming evaluative judgments about the sensory properties of the wine and for influencing overall attitude development. Therefore, it is important for hedonic brands to not only promote learning but also guide that learning by providing meaning to the sensory language and experience through marketing communications.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

When it comes to wine I tell people to throw away the vintage charts and invest in a cork-screw. The best way to learn about wine is the drinking. (Alexis Lichine)

The Lichine quote above represents the “perfect world” hypothesis regarding familiarity and development of expertise. Unfortunately, that view does not hold in the case of a sensory-driven hedonic product like wine. For instance, in experiment 1, we had an aficionado who had been drinking wine with dinner every night for the past 20 years, but when he was exposed to misleading advertising, it altered his memory judgment to be consistent with that communication. Treating knowledge acquisition in the “perfect world” manner misses opportunities for enhancing consumer learning.

Implications

Teaching aficionados how to learn about the sensory aspects of wine might provide them with more confidence in their ability to choose wines that match their own preferences. Marketers can also benefit by developing a more learned customer base, framing preferences in sensory attributes more favorably toward their particular wine. The challenge in promoting hedonic product learning is to make the perceptual/conceptual integration “fun” for the aficionados so it does not seem like work and detract from their experiences.

MacNeill’s quote better describes what aficionados need to do if they want to learn from their direct product experiences. Her view is also consistent with the Whorfián hypothesis, reflecting the importance of language for interpreting experiences. However, as demonstrated in our experiments, the type of language matters. In experiment 2, returning to our opening example, we found learning that claret and Bordeaux are one and the same had nothing to do with the type of language matters. However, as demonstrated in our experiments, the type of language matters. In experiment 2, returning to our opening example, we found learning that claret and Bordeaux are one and the same had nothing to do with learning accuracy ($r = -0.05$). Acquiring specific sensory language that aficionados can use to encode their experience is necessary for learning to occur.

If you can’t describe it in words and talk about it, like “It reminds me of gym socks or my grandmother’s blackberry pie” you can’t remember it. (Karen MacNeill)
hedonistic enjoyment. Short of being able to actively direct their learning in a presentation session, marketers can engage and direct the aficionados’ learning through multisensory advertising. We note that this type of advertising can work as establishing a “drama” that pulls consumers into the action it portrays, encouraging comparisons between the sensory language and their own perceptual experience.

Future Research and Limitations

The traditional way of viewing learning is that different types of knowledge develop at approximately the same rate, in more or less a linear fashion, driven by motivation or involvement in the product. This article demonstrates that knowledge can be asymmetrical, and that can affect how (and if) expertise is developed. We focused on when the asymmetry is favored toward perceptual experience. With wine, and for other hedonic experiences that are readily available (and affordable), there is most likely a larger consumer base with this type of asymmetry. However, there may be cases when the reverse is true, where the consumer has attained conceptual knowledge but lacks perceptual experience with the product. In that situation, for consumers to be able to appreciate their direct experiences, they may need to bridge their learning with perceptual knowledge.

The majority of research on consumer learning has used conceptual measures to indicate level of expertise, such as number of brands recalled. Our research used a performance-based measure of expertise, which draws on both perceptual and conceptual knowledge. An important issue is to what extent our results apply to other product categories. This performance measure may be most appropriate for hedonic experiential products. Future research might investigate the boundary conditions of our findings.
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